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Abstract. We consider reputation systems where users are allowed to
rate products that they purchased previously. To obtain trustworthy reputations, they are allowed to rate these products only once. As long as
they do so, the users stay anonymous. Everybody is able to detect users
deviating from the rate-products-only-once policy and the anonymity of
such dishonest users can be revoked by a system manager. In this paper
we present formal models for such reputation systems and their security.
Based on group signatures we design an efficient reputation system that
meets all our requirements.
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Introduction

Reputation systems are an increasingly popular tool to give providers and customers valuable information about previous transactions. To provide trustworthy, reliable, and honest ratings there is a need for anonymous reputation systems
that also guarantee that customers rate products only once. To further increase
trust in the system, everyone - even outsiders - should be able to verify the
validity of ratings. In this paper, we propose models for secure and anonymous
reputation systems and give an efficient construction of such a system.
Some of the properties for reputation systems stated above have been studied in
the context of group signatures, as defined in [3] for the static and in [4] for the
dynamic case. However, the concept of group signatures does not meet all the
requirements for reputation systems. In particular, reputation systems do not
consist of a single group of users. Rather one can think of reputation systems as
a family of group signature schemes - one for each product.
Moreover, we may have providers with several products. Hence, when looking at
security and anonymity group signature schemes for different products can not
be considered in isolation. Finally, known constructions of group signatures do
not provide all properties that we need for a secure and anonymous reputation
system and do not provide them simultaneously.
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Our Contribution. We define models for secure and anonymous reputation
systems and give a first construction of such a system based on group signature
schemes. We use the terms rating and message synonymously. Our construction
provides anonymity, traceability, strong-exculpability, verifier-local revocation,
and public linkability. Anonymity means that signatures of honest users are
indistinguishable. Traceability means that it is impossible for any set of colluding
users to create ratings that can not be traced back to a user of the system. Strongexculpability means that nobody can produce signatures on behalf of honest
users. A system has local-verifier revocation, if revocation messages only have
to be sent to signature verifiers, but not to individual signers. Public linkability
requires that anyone can decide whether or not two ratings for the same product
were created by the same user, i.e. no secret key is required to link messages.
Note that public linkability implies that users can only stay anonymous as long
as they rate products just once. As a remark, it is well known how to realize the
described properties in the context of group signatures, although not necessarily
simultaneously.
Our construction of a reputation system is based on the group signature scheme
by Boneh, Boyen, and Shacham [7] (BBS) and the dynamic version of the scheme
presented by Delerablée and Pointcheval [11]. These schemes already give us
anonymity, traceability, and strong-exculpability. To achieve verifier-local revocation we modify a technique by [25]. With the same technique we achieve public
linkability. Note that anonymity of group signatures does not imply anonymity
in our reputation system. This is due to the fact that providers control the groups
corresponding to several products. Hence, they may combine information for different groups to violate anonymity. To prevent this, we need a system manager
that contributes a trustworthy component to each group public key. In Section 2
we present a formal model for reputation systems. The security of our system
can be shown in the random oracle model and is based on the same assumptions
as the BBS scheme [7]. The formal security model and security proofs of our
system are given in the full version of this paper [5].

Related Work. Reputation systems are a popular research topic in economics
and computer science, see for example [1,10,12,13,18,19]. Although privacy, i.e.
anonymity and security, i.e. unforgeability, have been identified as key properties
of reputation systems, no generally accepted privacy and security definitions for
reputation systems have emerged. Definitions of anonymity based on differential
privacy have been proposed in [10,12,26]. These are restricted to special reputation functions. In [1,20,24] cryptography has been proposed as a methodology
to achieve anonymity in reputation systems, albeit without providing detailed
definitions. In contrast to this, (anonymous) group signatures have been well
studied in cryptography and formal security models exist. Important techniques
to design group signature schemes were first described by Ateniese et al. [2]. For
the case of static groups formal definitions of security were first given by Bellare,
Micciancio and Warinschi [3], for dynamic groups by Bellare, Shi and Zhang [4].
Both works provide frameworks to construct group signature schemes. One of
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the most efficient static schemes is that of Boneh, Boyen and Shacham (BBS)
[7]. Schemes with verifier-local revocation include [8,25], linkable, though not
publicly linkable, group signature schemes include [17,14,23]. In the context of
ring signatures different definitions of linkability have been considered before,
for example in [15,9,27,22]. Our definition of public linkability is based on the
definition given in [15].

2

A Model for Reputation Systems

Our model for reputation systems is based on the model for dynamic group
signature schemes by Bellare, Shi, and Zhang [4]. Therefore, we will use the
same notation for the authorities, algorithms and security properties as in [4].
From now on the system manager will be called group manager and providers
will be called key issuers, because these are their main roles in our reputation
system.
Algorithms. A reputation system consists of one authority called the group
manager, a set of authorities called the key issuers, and a set of users. The
group manager is assumed to be honest, provides the group manager’s public
key gmpk and is able to trace group members. Every key issuer provides items
with corresponding item-based public keys ipk [item], which will be used by the
group members to rate/vote a specific item. Users have unique identities i ∈ N
and may become group members by registering at the group manager.
The specification of a reputation system is a tuple of polynomial-time algorithms
RS = (KeyGenGM , KeyGenKI , KeyGenU , RegisterGM , RegisterU , Join, Issue,
Revoke, Sign, Verify, Link, Open). Their functionality is described as follows.
KeyGenGM (): This randomized algorithm is run in the setup phase by the
group manager to create the public and secret key pair (gmpk , gmsk ). The secret key gmsk contains elements which allow tracing of group members and the
creation of revocation tokens.
KeyGenKI (item): This randomized algorithm is run by a key issuer for every
item ∈ {0, 1}∗ he provides to obtain an item-based public and secret key pair
(ipk [item], isk [item]). The tuple (item, ipk [item]) is added to the public ItemList.
KeyGenU (i): This randomized algorithm is run to create the user’s public and
secret key pair (upk [i], usk [i]). The user’s public key upk [i] is used during the
registration to the group, the corresponding secret key usk [i] is used to create
signatures.
RegisterGM (StGM , MGM ), RegisterU (StU , MU ): These randomized interactive algorithms are run by the group manager and a user i ∈ N, who wants to
become a group member. If the group manager accepts, the tuple (i, upk [i]) is
added to the registration table reg. The input parameters of the algorithms are
some state information and a message, which was received from the communicating partner. It is assumed that the user starts the interaction.
Join(StU , MU ), Issue(StKI , MKI ): These randomized interactive algorithms
are run by a user i ∈ N and a key issuer. The input parameters of the algorithms
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are some state information and a message, which was received from the communicating partner. It is assumed that the user starts the interaction. The first
message of the user i must contain upk [i] and an item. If Issue accepts, the key
issuer sends a personal signing key for the given item gsk [i, item] to the user and
saves the tuple (upk [i], gsk [i, item]) in the identification list ILitem .
Revoke(gmpk , gmsk , i): This deterministic algorithm is run by the group
manager to revoke signers in case of misuse. Revoke computes the revocation
token grt[i] of user i and adds it to the public revocation list RL.
Sign(item, gmpk , ipk [item], gsk [i, item], usk [i], M ): This randomized algorithm is run by users to create signatures for specific items. Given the necessary
keys and a message M , Sign computes and outputs a signature σ on M under
the given keys.
Verify(item, gmpk , ipk [item], RL, M, σ): This deterministic algorithm can
be run by any user, even by an outsider, to obtain a bit v. We say that σ is a
valid signature of M with respect to the given keys, iff the bit v is 1.
Link(item, gmpk , ipk[item], (M 0 , σ 0 ), (M 00 , σ 00 )): This deterministic algorithm can be run by any user, even by an outsider, to obtain a bit `. We call σ 0
and σ 00 publicly linkable signatures, iff the bit ` is 1.
Open(gmpk , gmsk , M, σ): This deterministic algorithm is run by the group
manager to open signatures. Using gmsk , Open outputs the identity of the signer
of σ or failure.
Figure 1 illustrates the interaction of the described parties and the algorithms
involved. It is not hard to see that the number of key issuers is not important in
this model: a single key issuer has the same capabilities as a colluding set of key
issuers. Therefore, in all formal definitions we will only consider the case that
the number of key issuers is 1. Additionally, we assume that the signing keys
from the key issuer given to a user are publicly verifiable, i.e. the correctness of
keys can be checked using only public parameters.
Correctness. Informally, a reputation system must satisfy the following correctness requirements:
1. honestly created signatures of non-revoked users will be accepted by the
Verify algorithm,
2. honestly created signatures can be traced back to the correct signer,
3. two different signatures for the same item created by a single user will be
detected by the Link algorithm.

Security Notions. To model the different attack capabilities of an adversary,
we introduce oracles, which will be used in the definitions of security. We present
only informal descriptions of these oracles, their formal definitions are given in
the full version of this paper [5] and are based on [4] and [14]. We assume that a
security experiment has run KeyGenGM () to obtain (gmpk , gmsk ), and manages
the global sets HU, CU, RU, J IU, GS, reg and ItemList. Except ItemList and
reg all sets are only used within the formal definitions of the oracles and the
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1)(gmsk , gmpk ) ←− KeyGenGM
Open
Group/System Manager
Revoke

3b) RegisterGM
4c) Issue

4b) verify registration information
Key Issuer/Provider

User i

2)(ipk [item], isk [item]) ←− KeyGenKI
5)σ ←− Sign
4a) Join
Outsiders Verify, Link
Fig. 1. Interaction of the parties within a reputation system.

security experiments. By HU we denote the set of honest users, by CU the set
of corrupted users. The set RU contains all identities of users that currently
engage in the registration protocol. The set J IU contains all identities of users
that currently engage in the Join-Issue protocol. By GS we denote the set of
queried signatures. All sets are assumed to be initially empty.
AddU(i): To add honest users to the group, the adversary can call this add
user oracle. The oracle adds i to HU and executes the registration protocol by
running RegisterGM and RegisterU . The oracle returns upk [i] to the adversary.
AddItem(item): An adversary can add items by using this add item oracle.
The oracle then runs the KeyGenKI algorithm and returns ipk [item] to the
adversary.
USK(i): To get the secret key usk [i] of an honest user i, an adversary can call
the user secret key oracle. Then the user i is added to CU.
GSK(i, upk , item): To get the secret signing key gsk [i, item] of user i for a
specified item, an adversary can call the signing key oracle.
RevU(i): To get the revocation token of user i, an adversary can call the revoke
user oracle. The oracle runs the Revoke algorithm and returns grt[i] to the
adversary.
GSig(i, upk , item, M ): An adversary can use the signing oracle to obtain a
valid signature for the message M with respect to the signing key of user i and
the item-based public key ipk [item]. The queried signature is added to GS.
SndToKI(i, item, upk [i], MKI ): After corruption of user i, the adversary can
use the send to key issuer oracle to engage in a join protocol with the key issuer.
The oracle honestly runs the Issue algorithm and computes a response to MKI .
SndToGM(i, MGM ): The send to group manager oracle can be used by an
adversary to engage in a registration protocol with the honest group manager.
The oracle honestly runs the RegisterGM algorithm and adds the user i to CU.
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WItemList(item, ipk ): An adversary can use the write to item list oracle to
manipulate the item based public key of the specified item. If ipk = ε the item
is deleted from the list. Otherwise, the specified public key is set.
WIdentList(item, i, upk [i], gsk ): Using the write to identification list oracle
an adversary can modify the secret signing keys of user i ∈ N for the specified
item. If gsk = ε the key information about user i is deleted from the list.
Open(item, M, σ): The opening oracle can be used by the adversary to get
the output of the Open algorithm, as long as σ was not produced by the GSig
oracle.
In our reputation system we need anonymity, public linkability, traceability, and
strong-exculpability. The anonymity and traceability experiments are based on
[4], the public linkability experiment is based on [15] and the strong-exculpability
experiment is based on [21,2,4]. Complete formal definitions of the oracles and
the experiments are given in the full version of the paper [5].
The anonymity experiment Expanon−b
A,RS (k) asks an adversary to distinguish which
of two group members signed a message for some item, where the identities,
the message, and an item are chosen by the adversary. The adversary’s attack
capabilities are strong: it is possible to corrupt the key issuer and all but two
users. These two users must be honest because otherwise the adversary could
possibly link different signatures or use the revocation token of the users to
determine their identities.
The public linkability experiment Exppublink
A,RS (k) asks an adversary to output
message-signature pairs for a single item chosen by the adversary, such that all
pairs are valid and there are no two pairs that can be linked. The number of
pairs must be one more than the number of users in the group. We allow the
adversary to corrupt all users, but the key issuer has to be honest.
The traceability experiment Exptrace
A,RS (k) asks an adversary to output a messagesignature pair, for some item chosen by the adversary, which is valid but can not
be traced back to a corrupted user. In this experiment the key issuer is assumed
to be honest.
str−ex
The strong-exculpability experiment ExpA,RS
(k) asks an adversary to output
a message-signature pair, for some item chosen by the adversary, which is valid
and can be traced back to an honest user. We give an adversary the possibility
to corrupt users and the key issuer. Because the key issuer can always generate
signing keys for non-existing users, we force the adversary to output a signature
on behalf of an honest user.
Discussion: The described experiments imply two different attack scenarios:
In the first scenario, for anonymity and strong-exculpability, we allow an
adversary to corrupt key issuers and users. One could argue, that there is an
oracle missing to allow an adversary to send corrupted data to honest users
in the Join-Issue protocol. But this functionality is covered by the SndToGM,
WItemList, and WIdentList oracles and by publicly verifiable signing keys.
In the second scenario, for public linkability and traceability, key issuers
are assumed to be honest, whereas users can be corrupted. In particular,
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this implies that users and key issuers are disjoint sets. The restriction to
honest key issuers is necessary because a corrupted key issuer could generate
secret keys for non-existing users. With an appropriate identity management
this can be prevented and we could also allow corrupted key issuers in the
experiments for public linkability and traceability.
An important issue is that of timing the operations. The key issuer may correlate
transactions and ratings by their timing, thereby threatening the anonymity of
users. Hence, our reputation systems needs a mechanism to prevent such attacks.
In [10], [20], and [16] different solutions to this problem are proposed, which can
be incorporated into our construction.

3

Our Construction

In this section we describe our reputation system by giving formal definitions
of all algorithms stated in Section 2. The reputation system is based on the
group signature schemes [7], [11] and [25]. An intuition for our system can be
obtained from the honest-verifier zero-knowledge proof of knowledge for the socalled extended q-SDH problem explained in the full version of this paper [5].
We assume the communication between users and the group manager and between users and the key issuer to take place via secure channels. Furthermore,
the user’s public key upk [i] is certified by the group manager, such that the key
issuer can verify the integrity of the public keys during the Join-Issue protocol.
In the following definitions we consider bilinear groups G1 and G2 , and two hash
functions modeled as random oracles: H : {0, 1}∗ −→ Zp and H1 : {0, 1}∗ −→ G2 .
Furthermore, as in [7], we use Linear Encryption - a CPA-secure Elgamal-like
encryption scheme based on the Decision Linear Diffie-Hellman Assumption.
KeyGenGM ():
$

$

$

1

1

1. Select w ← G1 , dˆ← G2 , ξ1 , ξ2 , ζ ← Zp and compute u := w ξ1 , v := w ξ2 ,
ˆ h := dζ . The values (u, v, w) are the public key of the Linear
d := ψ(d),
ˆ d and
Encryption, the values (ξ1 , ξ2 ) are the corresponding secret key, d,
h are the basis for public linkability and revocation.
ˆ and gmsk :=(ξ1 , ξ2 , ζ).
2. Set gmpk :=(u, v, w, h, d, d)
KeyGenKI (item):
$

$

item
1. Select g2item ← G2 , γitem ← Zp , set g1item := ψ(g2item ), Witem := g2γitem
.
2. Set ipk [item] := (g1item , g2item , Witem ), add it to the ItemList and keep
isk [item] := γitem secret.

KeyGenU (i):
$

1. Select yi ← Zp , set upk [i] := hyi and usk [i] := yi .
RegisterGM (StGM , MGM ), RegisterU (StU , MU ):
1. The user sends his identity i to the group manager.
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2. If reg[i] = ε, the group manager runs KeyGenU to obtain the tuple
(upk [i], usk [i]), sets reg[i] := (i, upk [i]) and sends (upk [i], usk [i]) to the
user i.
Join(StU , MU ), Issue(StKI , MKI ):
1. The user looks up ipk [item] = (g1item , g2item , Witem ) in the ItemList and
sends (i, upk [i]) to the key issuer.
2. The key issuer checks that there is no entry (upk [i], ·) in the identification
1

$

list ILitem , selects xiitem ← Zp , computes Aiitem :=(g1item ·upk [i]) xiitem +γitem ,
gives gsk [i, item] := (Aiitem , xiitem ) to user i, and saves (upk [i], gsk [i, item])
in ILitem .
Revoke(gmpk , gmsk , i):
1
1
1. Look up upk [i] in reg[i] and compute Di := upk [i] ζ = (hyi ) ζ = dyi using
gmsk and add the revocation token grt[i] := Di to the revocation list RL.
Sign(item, gmpk , ipk [item], gsk [i, item], usk [i], M ):
$
1. Obtain the value fˆ ∈ G2 by fˆ := H1 (item), choose α, β, µ ← Zp and compute T1 := uα , T2 := v β , T3 := Aiitem · wα+β , T4 := dµ , T5 := ψ(fˆ)µ+yi and
the helper values δ1 := α · xiitem and δ2 := β · xiitem .
$

2. Select rα , rβ , rx , ry , rµ , rδ1 , rδ2 ← Zp and compute R1 := urα , R2 := v rβ ,
R3 := e(T3 , g2item )rx ·e(w, Witem )−rα −rβ ·e(w, g2item )−rδ1 −rδ2 ·e(h, g2item )−ry
R4 := T1rx · u−rδ1 , R5 := T2rx · v −rδ2 , R6 := drµ , R7 := ψ(fˆ)rµ +ry .
3. Compute c := H(M , item, T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , T5 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 ,
R7 ) and sα := rα + c · α, sβ := rβ + c · β, sx := rx + c · xiitem , sy := ry + c · yi ,
sµ := rµ + c · µ, sδ1 := rδ1 + c · δ1 , sδ2 := rδ2 + c · δ2 .
4. Output σ :=(item, T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , T5 , c, sα , sβ , sx , sy , sµ , sδ1 , sδ2 ).
Verify(item, gmpk , ipk [item], RL, M, σ):
1. Obtain the value fˆ ∈ G2 by fˆ := H1 (item) and compute the values
R1 := usα · T1−c , R2 := v sβ · T2−c ,
R3 :=

e(T3 , g2item )sx · e(w, Witem )−sα −sβ · e(w, g2item )−sδ1 −sδ2
,
e(T3 , Witem )c · e(g1 , g2item )−c · e(h, g2item )sy

R4 := T1sx · u−sδ1 , R5 := T2sx · v −sδ2 , R6 := dsµ · T4−c , R7 := ψ(fˆ)sµ +sy · T5−c .
?

2. Check that c = H(M, item, T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , T5 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 ).
If this holds, then accept, otherwise reject.
3. For
 each
 element D ∈ RL check whether D is encoded in (T4 , T5 ):
?
ˆ
e T5 , d = e(D · T4 , fˆ). If this is false for all D ∈ RL, then the signer of
σ has not been revoked and Sign accepts, otherwise rejects.
4. If both checks accept, then output 1, otherwise 0.
Link(item, gmpk , ipk [item], (M 0 , σ 0 ), (M 00 , σ 00 )):
1. Verify the signatures σ 0 and σ 00 and compute the value fˆ := H1 (item).
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holds.

Open(gmpk , gmsk , M, σ):
1. Check that σ is a valid signature. If not, output failure.
2. Compute Aiitem := T3 · T1−ξ1 · T2−ξ2 using gmsk and look up the user index
i from the identification list ILitem .
3. If no entry for Aiitem can be found in ILitem return failure, otherwise
return i.
Theorem 1. The above reputation system is correct. Furthermore, assuming
the q-SDH Problem is hard in the bilinear groups (G1 , G2 ) and the Decision
Linear Problem is hard in G1 , the reputation system is anonymous, publicly
linkable, traceable, and strongly exculpable.
The q-SDH Problem and the Decision Linear Problem are standard problems
in pairing-based cryptography and formal definitions can be found in [7]. Both
problems are hard to solve in the Generic Group Model [6,7].
Formal definitions of the security properties and proofs of security will be given
in the full version of this paper [5].
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